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TRIO: Novelty 2024  

PATCHWORK  

THAT ALWAYS FINDS ITSELF ANEW 

As in a wonderfully lively patchwork, different surfaces in TRIO come together 

to form a new, coherent picture again and again. Everything is possible, 

depending on the combination, simple, minimalist rooms can be planned or 

striking eye-catchers. That is the DNA of TRIO. With the series, Agrob Buchtal 

combines three trendsetters of current interior design in a finely coordinated 

design construction kit. 

 

Nature, craftsmanship and colour form a design triad above all for the 

implementation of high-quality mixed-use living concepts and, in their simplicity, 

meet the zeitgeist of modern living. Thanks to a broad, functional range of formats, 

the collection is so versatile that it can be used for all surfaces and purposes of 

modern interior design and can even be used outdoors. 

Modern Living with Cement Stone Look 

At the centre of TRIO's triad is the floor in a natural cement stone look: clay, natural 

stone and cement fluidly layered on top of each other and broken up by coloured 

little stones. In combination with the reliefed, matt surface, a balanced, natural look 

is created that gives real life its stage in restrained tones. 

 

Formats up to 60 x 120 cm are available for the basic tiles, as well as stair tiles and 

patio tiles and a mosaic. The basic tile for the wall comes in a light, stone-matt 'Silk 

White' relief with small and larger terrazzo stones that contrast discreetly with the 

surface colour. The wall decoration can be combined with all floor colours and is a 

creative link to the decorative terrazzo tile as a further protagonist in TRIO / the 

TRIO series. 

 

Space for terrazzo 

 

It's nice that the good handcrafted things still exist. Like terrazzo. Its timeless 

elegance can still be found today in Art Nouveau villas, preferably in the entrance 

area, bathroom or kitchen, loggia or conservatory. The terrazzo ensemble of the 

TRIO series mixes up the simple cement stone look of the basic tiles with lively 

contrasts or blends in close to the colour. The variety of shapes and colours of the 

small stones creates the striking surface in the characteristic terrazzo colours 'Red', 

'Black' and 'Ivory'. The matching wall tile in 30 x 60 or 30 x 90 cm adapts the 

terrazzo look in a delicate, light 'Beige Mix' variant that looks good in patchwork with 

all floor colours. 

http://www.agrob-buchtal.de/
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Colours as striking eyecatchers 

 

In triad with the cement stone and terrazzo look of the TRIO series, the glaze 

colours in the square 15 x 15 cm small format form a powerful chord. The colour 

palette consists of a clear white and three expressive, slightly tinted mixed colours 

with elegant luminosity, which sets warm, cosy accents in modern, open-plan rooms 

in particular.  

 

The two décor variants - COLOR with a velvety matt plain-coloured glaze and 

LINES, high-gloss glazed and with a grooved relief that can be experienced visually 

and haptically - can be laid together or separately - and thanks to their material 

thickness of 6 mm also side by side with all the other wall tiles in the series - and 

can cover both small and large areas. 

 

The result is greater than the sum of all parts 

With TRIO, Agrob Buchtal presents a modular design system whose patchwork-like 

flexibility offers maximum scope for the renovation and redesign of open-plan living 

and working environments, but also for hotel, gastronomy and retail design. Thanks 

to the excellent slip-resistant properties and the wide range of formats, different 

areas of use can be consistently equipped with just one series and continued into the 

outdoor area. 

The antibacterial Hytect® surface finish neutralises air pollutants and contributes to 

a healthy indoor climate. With a slim 9 mm thickness, the floor tiles of the collection 

and the wall tiles with a material thickness of only 6 mm meet the highest standards 

of sustainable building. And not to forget: Centuries of tradition, robustness, 

durability and naturalness make ceramics one of the most sustainable building 

materials of all. 
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